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Everything starts with a faraway sound, a buzzing growing more and more 
present. A light pulse then discretely joins in with a wave that intensifies little 
by little. The radars turn to find where it’s originating from. The matter gets 
bigger and announced a compact sonorous mass. A slow, crushed rhythm 
settles in and supports this mysterious form. In stationary flight for a part of 
the album, the strange apparatus gives sort of the impression that it is 
scanning a presence, passing through the listener, frozen in this obscure 
sci-fi décor. Coded messages, percussive morse code, LFOs of all kinds, 
and sonic twitches still attempt a first contact, as if it were trying to coldly 
grasp the substance of our world. From one speaker to the next, the 
chirpings interact while in the background, a purring wanders now and then 
in the landscape, fragmented by the flow’s power. 
So listen to this tape whose handmade wrapping with technological titles 
invites us to take it all with a sense of humor. Onboard the engine where 
rhythm boxes and machines of all sorts sweep through space without ever 
landing, a facetious parisian duo turns the knobs of a complex dashboard…
Right now, you’re wandering distractly through this album, thinking that 
perhaps you haven’t understood a word of this text. You’re just passing 
(through) À Travers. 

Fusée Pétard Volant, Da ! Heard It Record’s 41th release, is distributed 
under a Creative Commons BY-NC-ND. The album can be listened to and 
downloaded freely at the following link : 
https://www.daheardit-records.net/en/discography/41

For its 41th release, Da Heard It Records is receiving a weak signal…
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ABOUT FUSÉE PÉTARD VOLANTABOUT FUSÉE PÉTARD VOLANT

À Travers is an improvised concert oscillating between ambient and catchy rhythms, deep synthesizer patches put through a mill, a 
progressive live, all made of machines, to be lived like a dreamlike and abrasif delirium. 

ABOUT DA! HEARD IT RECORDSABOUT DA! HEARD IT RECORDS

Da! Heard it Records, created in 2006, is a net-label touching on Toyz-Pop, Electro Trash, Chiptune, Breakcore and Electro Punk among 
others, with a heavy leaning towards 8-bit music and pixel/net art. The aim of this eclectic record company is to promote new artists and 
new types if music. D!HR is an outward-looking label, accessible to professional and amateur musicians alike, and to all types of listener, 
thanks to its policy of open and free culture and to the types of music it publishes. Its albums are distributed under a Creative Commons 
licence, encouraging sharing and reuse of the music. 

To find out more : http://www.daheardit-records.net
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johan@daheardit-records.net 


